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I . Introduction and Outline o Conclusions . 
The struti raphical relations1ip of the rich plant bea.ri 
Ipswich and Esk series has long been a problem calling for 
settlement . The two series are geographically close , 
palaeontologically and structurally rather similar , and yet 
lithologicall y different . 
During the current year, the author has been engaged on 
this fas cina tilig problem and has obtained results ind eat ng 
tha t the two sEn'ies represent closely rela. ted phases n a shallow 
fresh water basin , with but a slight chronological difference . 
For in effect the Basal Conglomerate of the Ipswich Series 
changes laterally into the h best division of the Esk Serles , 
the Esk Shales . The Ipsw eh Coal Measure sho.les thin out 
rapidly northward , and are missin from the Basin north of 
Bellevue , where the overlying Bundanba comes to rest ,, 1 thout 
apparent unconformity on t' e Esk Sha.lea . 
d i d ~ , •• ,.,., 
':L1he accompanying sec•· o 1 shows the author I s idea of the / a. ferc4 .I 
relationships : 
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II. Previous Work . 
Very early in the search for deposits of industr a 
importance in ueensland , coals were discovered in the Ipswich 
area in 18431 • Some time later seams with a rather greater 
percentage of volatile hydro car ons we1·e found to the we" t of 
Ipswich , at Walloon, n.nd on \..he/Downs . In both local ties 
the se£ms occurred in a freshwater series of soft sandstonea add 
shales; consequently , the measures of both districts were 
written of as one formation - the Ipsw eh Formation . 
Gradunl1y the superior ity of the coals nea:f\ Ipswich 
(due to situation and quuntity) became evident; and '¥ . E. Cameron 
was detailed by the Government to make a geologieal s rvey 
of the Ipsw eh area . 
By 1905 he found 2 that the /Valloon coals, ere on a higher 
hori zon in a conformable series than the Ipswich , the two 
bein separated by a barren sandstone stage , the Bunda.nha 
Sandstone . The Ipswich Stage was then divided into two :-
a very thick Basal Conglomerate and the coal bearing beds ; these 
l atter were shales , sandy shales and sandstones with coal seams 
at various horizons , all beds bein strongly lentlcular in 
character . His section of the Ipswich .!easures still stands 
as correct , and is appended . 
In 19103 Dr . Murks continued Mr . Cameron ' s work eastward 
and south eastward to the Coast , and showed that the Mesozoics 
there were the lateral equivalents of those of the Ipswich Basin . 
He found that no detailed compar son could b e made due o the 
lenticularity of the basin deposits ; but ti1at there ras a 
division into three major groups e uivalcnt to the '/alloon, the 
Bundanba and the I pswich Sta es . There wa.s no Basal Conglomerate 
but Cameron ln 905 showed that the asal Con lomerate 
alon the northern botU1dary of the field thinned out tovmrds 
Brisbane . Cameron had mapped 4 at various plaves ,. to mrds the 
1 . Aus tr~lian Encyclopaedia 1925 . 
2 . 1905 Cameron 
3 . 1910 Marks . 
4 . 1899 Cameron . 
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base of the Basal Ipswich Conglomerate , outcrops of ~n acid 
tuff . Dr . narks mppped in detail a rhyol te tuff t akln a 
definite course through Brisbane a~d south :ard , al\'1(1.ys at the 
base of the Ipswich Bed s~ 
Meanwh le odd coal seams and plants of an Ipswich facies 
hnd been reported from round about E8k ; and in 912 Dr . I!arks 1 
went up to gau e coal prospects . These he found~ 1. But he 
came to the opinion that the age of the beds about Esk was 
WaJ loon , due to their geographical posit.ion re the I owich Series . 
This , then , was the strati r aph cal position during the war 
when Mr . '/alkom2 stuc1ied the coJ Jected L . Mesozoic plant fossils 
of Vlueensland and +11e1r 11 tera ture. The material he wo1•ked on 
was chiefly cir awn from the one well- knovm Denmark Hill horizon 
at the top of the Ipswich Coal Measures; but small collections 
f1•om many other local ities of unknown horizon were a so 
reported on . Di• . Til1yard3 studied the insects from Denmark 
HilJ. ; and both \/orkers concluded that the Ipswich Coal Iteasures 
were Rhaetic or Uppe1• Triassic in age . 'l1he plants from about 
Esk seemed to belong on the whole to genera believed to be 
characte1,1stic of the Jurassic . Conse uently, it was not 
suspected that tho correJation of the shuJes about Esk with 
tho Walloon Series was erroneous . 
'r . Cameron was meanwhile 
stiJJ working in the Ipswich Pield and in 1922 his latest and 
most detailed map was published , unfortunately \Ii thout a report~ 
In this map .Mr . Cameron shows that he interprets the 
structurally cornpl cated west Ipswidh orea as a • -S. E. 
faulted anticline . 
Two new workers in 'essrs . '"'eid and !orton now entered the 
field . They followed the ve1•tical strip of the 
* One unfortunate consequence of the non-publicat on of a report 
with t his map was with regard to the Tertiary . 'r . Cameron 
mapped in "the various superficial deposits obscuring the outcrop• 
of the Mesozoics as Tertiary . If he found basalt to overlie 
these Tertiaries they were denoted as Tl etc . The deoosits 
were mostly so thin , however , that later workers disregarded 
them . Nevertheless the pflesent writer has always found this 
"Tertiary11 mapping correct . 
1. 1912 1Jarks . 
2 . 1915 , 1917 , 1918 , 1919 . 7alkom. 
3 . 1916 Tillyard . 
0 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
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up past Pine Mountain to Farney View. 
ui te close to this 
strip only sl htly inclined Ipswich or Bundanba strata was to 
be found ; and the vertical strip seemed to be devoid of the coal 
seams so cha1•ac ter1s tic of the horizontal series . 
These observations suggested to Messrs . Reid and orton an 
interpretation very different from Cruneron 1 s lest Ipswich Fault . 
They concluded that the vertical Beds were an older series on 
which , after a violent orogeny, the Ips rich Coal ?1:easures ,.,ere 
deposited . lJever•theless , the flora of the ve1•tical beds were all 
forms found in the Ipswich beds . This vertical series they 
calJed the Borallon Series . They traced it up past Fernvale to 
Northbrook where they mapped in the Esk Series as unconfo:r·mable 
on it . 
'.l'he publicationl of their views ave rise to the famous 
"Borallon Contl'oversy2" which ended by their recognising~ the 
vertical strip of "Borallons" as due to the effect on the Mesozoic 
Ipswich and Esk beds of a very re ular and strong folding and 
faultine movement , running N. l .W. from Beaudesert to Goomeri . 
Apart from the recognition of thls ntrong line of movement 
their work had a distinct value in that the rocks of the Esk 
area were e;rouped 4 into an Esk Series strikine; N. I . and dipping 
gently S .~ . This , they considered , cons isted of three dlvlsions:-
(1) P lowest series of andesitic a glomerates and andes tic flows , 
oonfor~ably overlain by 
(2) The Esk Shales and Bellevue Conglomerates (Lateral equivalents) 
with interbedded trachyte tuffs . 
(3) The Esk Trachytes were believed to represent the top of this 
series . These had earlier been assigned by D • Richards5 
from general considerations , to a Tertiaty age . 
To the west this series was followed by a siliceous sandstone 
series which Reid and IJorton regarded as a continuation of the 
Bundanba Sandstone . They believed this to be separated from the 
Esk Series by a slight unconformity , 01• at least a disconformity, 
represented in time by the extrus on of the Esk Trachytes . 
1921 , 
1922 , 
1924, 
1923 
1916 , 
1922 . Reid and 1.:-orton . 
1923 . I:arks , Cameron , Re d and .orton . 
Reid and Uorton . 
Reid and .Morton . 
Richards . 
0 
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From strati raphical considerations they bel eved the Esk 
Scr·ies to be the equiva ent cf the Ip:, wich Coal Jeasures . This 
was borne out by palaeontological cons derations . In 921- 923 
Reid 11oted1 that the enus hinnfeldia was predom nant in the 
Ipswich Ser·1es , but did not occur in the · a loon of the type 
district. Here laeniopteris spatulata was predominant , \iliile it 
di d not occur in the Ipswich Coal 1,'easures . In th ir examin tions 
of the Esk flor , eid and Morton2 and Va kom3 found Thinnfeldia 
predominant , while T. spatulata wa.s absent . Consequently, the 
Esk Series was removed from the ~alloon und equ ted to the Ipswich 
Coal Measures . 
Knowledge of the e;eolo y of the Ipsw ch- Esk area was at 
this interesting sta 0 e when tho author beuan WOl'k on it . 
III . Physio raphl• 
The present topo raphy of the area under consideration is 
decided by two factors . 
( 1 ) The structuNtl attitude and differential hardness of the 
Mes ozoic s , causinu erosion into forms relating to those 
s t ructures . 
(2 ) The meanderin s of the mature Brisbane River o 
The effects of (1) are quite simple and obvious ; more s o 
for the Esk than for the Ips\1ich, since only in the town of Esk 
itseJf where the country is uite flat do Tertiary and later 
deposits obscure it . 
Just S . ..... . of Esk , the Esk shales outcr op strongly w th very 
slight dips ; D.nd here (pors . 33 , 94 , ' ) erosion forms ty ical 
of gently dipping sediments are noticeable . 
South towards Tea Tree Creek the c.ips are steeper; with the 
resul t that l on N. '! . ridces due to superior weathering resiatin 
powers of the trachyte tuffs have been formed , broken only by 
streams flowi ng across the str ke. Such tr~ams , e . g . Paddy Gully 
and Tea Tree Creek would thei,ef ore a pear rel cs of an ea1~11er 
system of dra:nage . 
- - ----------- --- - -
1 . 1921, 1923 . Reid . 
2 , Op . cit . 
3 . 1924, war.cm. 
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The lowest stn. e of the Esk Series , the Andesitic, forms 
e;ently undu1atin ground . 
Southwards the Esk Shales change laterally in o the Bellevue 
Conelomerates , and the series becomes almost horizontal . A 
residual capping of Bundanba sandntone forms the high ground of 
Wivenhoe iJ.1 . 
Ea.at and west of a line from Northbrook to Fa·rney View , 
there is a remarkable contrast in topouraphy due to the d fferent 
weather re sis tine; pov10rs of the 11:esozoics and tho schists of t 1e 
D1Aguilar Block . 
To the west the ~esozolcs form low round shovin, mature 
topo 'raphy, to the eaa t the older sch.lsts form hi[)1l nds 
exhibiting the youne topogi•aphy, to-th-=n·t the ol-d:e1>'=aJ":1.r..,....... 
o.t•m h Ch rnh -e,c :b±-t¼n0 t re ,_,..,..,..,.._~'t'Y' of steep ru._. ed 
hills and deep valleys . The basal mesozoic andes te and trachyte 
tuffs form the foot slopes of these sch st h 1 hts . 
South of Fairney View these i 0neo s rocks become unimportant 
topograph ca.lly and the heavy Basal Ipsw eh Conglome1~ates form 
the .foothills for the schist hiuhlunds alon · the Northern Boundary 
of the Ipswich Cou field . In some acea the outline of these 
conelomerate foothills would su est that they had been step 
faulted parallel with the junction vith the sch st; but there s 
as yet no geologic'l confirm ton of this . 
The Ipswich Coal Bo.sin itr.ielf has nlmost reached peneplanation . 
This peneplanation has removed from view al1 except very superficiaJ 
thicknesaes of Tertiary sediments und b salts, so that the late 
Cretaceous or early Tertiary peneplain upon which they were laid 
down is now visible . :Iad upl ft occurred instead of he dovmwarp 
causine this Te1,tia.ry sediment tion and consequent protection of 
the early Tertiary peneplain , it is probable that today the early 
Mesozoic topography would have been vis ble instead . 
The phys ography of the Ipsv eh Coal Basln is in uite marked 
0 
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contrast to that of the country fu11 ther away from the schist mass , 
where erosion did not progress to peneplanation before the 
extrusion of thw Tertiary basalts; e . g . in the Rosewood Valloon 
Coalfield , the basalts overlie Valloon sediments and erosion has 
left them standin as a capping to a youne ran e of plateau type . 
The effect of the mea.nderin of the Br· sbane River \n the o 
present topography, while much more interestin than the first 
factor, is less important, due to ts localisation of action . 
Odd boulder beds are to be seen at var ous hl h levels near the 
present river indicatin early river beds.Somewhat later courses 
nre to be found in the present alluv a flood plains of the 
and in the opinion of the writer careful vork would collect ~ 
onoueh data for the eluc dation of the complete h story of the 
Brisbane River . 
It in an important fact that the present Br sba.ne River 
course in the area examined closely ol ows the junction of the 
i/Iesozoics with the schist; and the meanderings crossine; this 
junction are of small radius . 
It is here proposed to describeU in geographica.J order the 
various sectlons studied by the author and to show how they are 
correlated one with another . 
{a) Esk Paddy Gully~~ 
Wherever outcrops are found under the flat alluvial sands on 
which the town of Esk is built , they are of shales and sandstones 
rich in fossil plants of a. , esozoic aspect . The general st11ike 
of these sediments is N. ~. and their dip gently to the S . i . 
In lithology the beds vary from olive green sha es to fine grained 
licht brovm sands tones . llicn weatherin in si tu they become 
rather like the grey Ipswich shales in coiour , but unlike them 
in texture. 
The succession is well seen somewhat to the S . E. of Esk 
{Pors. 33 , 94 , and 85 , Par . Es!) . Here they are almost fat , 
' . 
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(becoming steeper towards the Glen Rock intrusive*) and are 
capped to the south west apparently conformably by a coarse 
red siliceous sandstone believed to be a northerly continuation 
of the Bundanba sandstone. 
The Esk Shales are seen to be divided into two by the strong 
development of a greenish, compact, pebbly sandstone. The upper 
shales are well seen in Por. 94 where they are marvellously 
fossiliferousx, many undescribed forms occurring. Schizoneura S.E_. 
is perhaps the most characteristic fossil of this horizon. The 
pebbly sandstone may be traced with gradually steepening dips 
to Paddy Gully·, where it forms a marked conglomora te horizon. 
The lower of thw two shale horizons gives no good outcrops. 
It ove r· lies in Por. 85 an important trachyte tuff, which is 
associated with a fine silky grey shale band characterised by 
abundant Ginkgo magnifoli~. 
This tuff, here forming Wildcat Ridge, was traced continuously 
in the field to Paddy Gully, where it was possible to make a 
complete section across the Esk Series by walking along the 
boundary fence between the Parishes of Esk and Wivenhoe. The 
new post-holes gave good indications of the underlying rocks. 
Nowhere was an outcrop giving the dip found, but in the autharis 
opinion it is about 15° 
* The Glen Rock Intrusive and the Esk Trachyte and their relations 
to the Esk sediments are described in the section on Igneous Activity. 
x Lists of fossils from these and other localities are given in Section Vlll. 
0 
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The section was begun from the west on the coarse compact 
red siliceous sandstone believed to be Bundanba. Between this 
and the Esk Series there occurred (on the North Bank of the Gully) 
a gabbro sill op hornblende porphyrite sill*. 
A small "valley" of g1•eenish shales and soft pebbly 
folloVI, and then a low ridge of a hard compact pebbly sandstone, 
the same horizon as that seen in pors. 33 and 94, Parish Esk, 
The next valley between ridges 2 and 3 was due to the softness of 
a set of shales and sandstones with fine conblomerates. For 
thesepartsof the Esk Series the author wishes to propose the 
na:rr.e Esk Shales, since, as above described, they form the bedrock 
of the town of Esk. The next ridges 3, 4, and 5 were due to the 
h~rdness of three beds of trachyte tuffs with accompo.nying 
trachyte flows, descriptions of which will be found in the section 
on Igneous Activity. Ri/ge 3 represents the continuation as 
traced in the field of the trachytic tuff of Wildcat Ridge (Por.85) 
and here again it is as.socia ted with Ginkgo maenifolia. 
The Valleys between Ridges 3 and 4 showed outcrops of soft 
pebbly sandstones and conglomerates, with interbedded shales. 
The slope R.1a'own from Ride;e 4· showed soft conglomerates and 
sandstones. The slope up to ridge 5, however, showed first an 
andesitic tu.ff, then an andesitic flow, and then, forming the 
crest of the ridge, a stron6 trachyte flow interbedded with 
trachytic tuffs. 
This part of the section the author proposes to call the 
Acid Tuff Stage. 
The section from Ridge 5 to the Road was over a peculiar stage 
called by Reid and Morton an "Andesitic Agglomerate". The present 
writer prefers to call it the "Andesitic Boulder Bed:s 11 since the 
term agglomerate implies a pyroclastic ori6in, to demonstrate 
which there is here no evidence The Andesitic Boulder Beds 
consist of boulders of andesite and felspar porphyry onlY, set in 
a matrix which macroscopically looks tuffaceous but which has 
~ The si6nificance of this post Bundanba intrusion is referred 
to in the section on Igneous Activity. 
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never been found fresh enough to s ection. The boulders in some 
localities, e.g. Deep Creek, are nearly all rounded, rhile in 
others they are ne2rly all angular; the latter occurrence is the 
more usual. 'l'he size of the boulders is on the average 3-6 ins., 
but 3 ft. masses have been seen. The writer has found no 
interbedded andesitic flows in the materia:J,, but at one locality-
Deep Creek, she has seen interbedded greenish shales. 
To date the author has thought of no reasonable mode of 
origin for these most peculiar boulder beds, which are believed to 
represent the base of the Esk Series. 
The Esk Series is now seen to consist of: 
Esk Shales 
Esk Ser·ies Ecid Tuff 
Stage 
( Upper Shales Compact pebbly sandstone 
Lower Sha.lea 
Trachytic Tuff 
Shales, sands tones, conDlome .. 
Trachytic Tuff 
Shales, sands tor es, cori..glomerate 
Andesitic Tuff. 
Andesitic Flow. 
Trachyte Tuff and ?low 
Andesitic Boulder Beds. 
No unconformity is to be found 11iri thin this series. 
(b) Foombra Bellevue Wivenhoe Area.. 
South east from Paddy Gully the Acid Tuff Stage was traced 
continuously through Tea Tree Creek to r.~oombra., whePe from 
a shale interbedded with the top tuff an important flora has been 
collected and has been described by Dr, Walvoml. 
This Acid Tuff Stage was further traced E.S • .w. to the river; 
but not across the River. Hr. Morton informs the author that the 
s.ame tuffs do occur there, however. 
I I -t" /vJ O ,- ... , ,q !, 
The continuity southvmrd of the Esk sePies has been traced in , 
a more accessible district and in a more interesting portion of 
the series, i.e. in the Esk Shales; and the fieldwork forns an 
interesting study in lateral lithological variation. 
It has already been noted that the Esk Shales wel"e much 
coarser at Paddy Gully than about ~sk. Traced still further to 
the south east, they get coarser and coarser as their dips flatten 
1. 1928 Walkom. 
0 
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out and the horizon thickens, until in the section between the 
top of the acid tu.ff stage n t ~~oombra and the Bundanba to the 
south they have changed so much lithologically as to warrant a 
new name for the same horizon - .The Bcllevue Con3lomerates. 
These consist of shales and sandstones inter-bedded id th beds of 
coarse conglomerate , the sandstones becoming predominantly of a 
fine brov,m feJspathic type , although green shale and t..;rit beds are 
important . The Pebble beds are green or grey in colour. The 
pebbles of this conglomerate are largely of andesites , green cherts 
and a grey indurated grit , wh:tle jaspers , quartzites , trachytes 
and rhyoli tes are also rep1"esented in small numbers. In this 
section the beds strike N.W , and are almost flat , the dip being 
about 3o S . i' • 
Towards Wivenhoe Hill the beds dip from all sides under an 
outlier of Bundanba sandstone of litholos y similar to that already 
described , but from which they are separated by a slight thickness 
( 1 50 ft,) of soft shaley sandstones. Fossils have been collected 
from the top of the Bellevue Con6 lomerates from 2 horizons at 
the foot of this outlier of sandstone - one half way up the road 
on the nor•thern slope of the hill , and the other in Sheep Station 
Creek . The writer believes the first of these to be the lower· , 
fr•om str·uctural considerations , al though she can produce no direct 
field evidence . 
As one approaches the junction with the schist on the eas t, 
the proportion of sandstones and shales gets smaller . On the 
Eorthbrook Reach of the River there are no shales and sandstones 
of importance , while the ebbles apnear to be all either green 
or grey . The relationship of the Wivenhoe Hill capping of 
Bundanba to the underlying Be levue Conclomerates may be seen in 
the a ccompanyin6 section : 
N .~ . 
Riv;;R 
/ I r<ORTlfllR<>,:;>/( 
Ri: ttetf 
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(c) Wivenhoe Fernvale Area. 
The Bundanba Sandstone capping of Wivenhoe Hill may be 
traced eastward along the banks of the Brisbane River past 
Wivenhoe Bridge, and along to the point on portion 152 where 
the river turns back on itself. A diagrammatic section showing 
the relationships from Wivenh.oe B1•idge eastward to the schist 
is appended: 
East from Wivenhoe Bridge the coarse siliceous current-
bedded brovm sandstone has gradually steepening dips, till it 
is about 70°. Then a change in 1itholo6y occurs, and soft 
felspathic shaley sandstones, a~ternating with shales carrying 
macerated plant remains and containing a few odd carbonaceous 
seams~ follow. This finer, softer development would not he 
more than 200 ft. thick, and the author regards it as the thin 
northerly development of the Ipswich Coal ~-~ea.sure Series which 
gradually thins out going north from the Ipswich Coal Field 
(e.g. west of Pint Mt.). These have a dip increasing towards the 
east from 60-80°; and they are followed 'just at the ttu'n in the 
river by a heavy conblomerate series, the Bellevue Conglomerate 
consisting of vertical conglomerates and interbedded greenish 
shales and grits. One of these fine ereen shales, in por. 52, 
was remarkably fossiliferous, and a good collection was made. 
This shale was almost at the base of this Bellevue 
Cone;Jomerate. The cone;lomerate waa followed further to the 
east by about 50 ft. of a quartzite breccia, which possibly 
represented a shore line breccia, then representatives of the 
acid tuff stage of the Esk Series in the shape of trachytes and 
trachytic tuffs and an andesite and andesitic tuff were got, 
followed by a fine green cherty shale. This latter seemed in 
places to be separated from the schist by a peculiar brecciated 
rock which Mr. Denmead sug; ests as a fault breccia. 
followed by schist. 
This is 
.. 
0 
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All the beds had a constant N.W-S . E. strike , due to the 
strong N. W - S. E. faulting . 
Alluvium intervenes between this section and the Fernvale 
outcrops , nevertheless , the lithology of the Acid Tu.ff series 
again comes to our rescue . 
(d) Fernvale-Fairney View Belt . 
Geographically, this belt is a connecting link between the 
areas of outcrop of the type Ipswich and Esk Series . It is a narIDM 
N. V! . - S . E. striking belt of vertical igneous rocks and interbedded 
sedimentaries , and has a faulted junction with the schist to the 
east . 
The igneous rocks a.re acid tu.ffs , trachytes and andesites 
s of a type exactly similar to those beneath the Bellevue Conglomerat'B 
in the Wivenhoe section . They are therefore regarded as the 
chronological equivalent of the Acid Tuff Stage . Here , however , 
they do not appear to be associated with conglomerates like those 
at 'iVivenhoe or .Mt . Crosby. The sedir:ients with which they are 
interbedded are all greenish in colour , being chiefly grits with 
some fine pebble beds and some shales of so fine a nature that 
they are now cherts . What pebbles were observed could easily 
have been derived from the sediments themselves or the schist 
mass up against which they lie • 
., 
This acid tuff stage forms the foothills to the schist 
highlands; and it is succeeded immediately to the west by a 
sandy plain of recent aspect . In the northern part of the area , 
i . e . about Fernvale , some sandstone bars having a N.W. strike 
show up from beneath the alluvial sands , and these show a 
steepening of the strike towards the west from 40 - 45o in a 
distance of¾ mile . These sandstone bars, as seen, e . g . on the 
Railway line , are believed to be Bundanba. This being so , very 
little room is left for the development of the Ipsvrich Coal 
Measure Seri es (which by interpolation should be about 300 ft . 
thick here) and a Bellevue conglomerate stage . It is the 
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author ' s opinion that in this obscured area there was no 
deposition of heavy conglomerates during Bellevue-Basal Ipswich 
Conglomerate times , and that if any sediments were deposited 
between the acid tuff stage and the Ipswich Coal Measures , then 
they were of a fine type such as shales or soft sandstones , 
which weathered easily and hence form no visible outcrops . It 
would appear impossible , however , owing to the nature of the 
country, to prove this contention by direct evidence. 
South-east of Fairney View outcrops of a soft , platy 
micaceous brown sandstone are seen in the Ipswich Road cuttings . 
These are almost flat and have a Tertiary look about them . y\ 
But whether they represent a Tertiary overlap (which view the 
author favours) , a phase of the Walloon , Bunda.nba, or Ipswich 
Coal Measures , or whether they are a lateral equivalent of the 
Bellevue con6 lomera.tes or the Basal Ipswich conglomerate is yet 
unproved , owing to lack of direct evidence . Careful search for 
fossils might throw some light on its relationships , but it 
looks most unpromisingly barren . The author has me t no other 
rocks resembling it on the field . 
(e ) Sahl 1 s Hook . 
East of Fairney View ~tation the Brisbane River makes the 
most important change in its course , turning from a general S . E. 
direction to a general E~W one , meandering across the junction 
of the ~pswich Basal Conglomerate with the schist . Sahl ' s Hook 
is that particular meander enclosing the Basal Ipswich just at 
the turning point . 
In this Hook it was found that the junction of the Hesozoics 
with the schist was an ordinary unconformity, and not a fault . 
The schists strike N. N. 1V . as usual , but the mesozoics lie on 
them with the gentle inclination of 200 s .s.:m. striking E. N. E.-
w.s.w. 
A link is established with the Esk Series by means of the 
Acid Tuff Stage which here reappers in Por.l with its 
characteristic trachytes and trachytic tuffs , and andesites , 
f ocks have an amazing similarity to those of the Fernvale Fairney 
0 
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View Belt. The Acid Tuff Stage is separated from the Fernvale 
~ Series in P. P.l by a small thickness of a heavy conglomerate in 
which the pebbles were of a greenish grey colour reminiscent of 
the Bellevue conglomerate in the Northbrook Reach. 
Succeeding the Acid Tuff Stage in the same portion is an 
important con~lomeratic formation , of a surprising thickness. 
Like the Bellevue Con6 lomerates and Basal Ipswich Conslomerate 
it consists of lenticular beds of grits, sandstones and shales , 
interbedded in the pebbles . But in lithological type , it is 
intermedia.te between these two; for the pebbles are a mixture 
of the greenish andesites , cherts and grits characterising the 
Bellevue , with the rhyo' lites, trachytes and jaspers characteris-
tic of the '!Ipswich Basal Conglomerate . The interbedded sandstones 
and shales also vary from the greenish grits and shales of the 
Esk-Bcllevue type , to the brownish and greyish arkosic types 
characteristic of the Basal Ipswich in its type section at 
College I s Gros sing . The lowest part of the conglomerajrn in the 
extreme westerly outcrop showed the characteristic lithological 
features of the Bellevue conglomerates of the Northbrook reach; 
this character decreased rapidly uoing ~p the series , and also 
geographically to the east . 
A beautiful section may be seen on the River Bank in J . 
St arks Par . 4 ., where the whole sequence is well exposed from 
the Basal andesite to well up in the Conglomerate stage: 
c"ft e 
#1,tey, yi ,s..ttTI ~ 
13.c.ilcu,vc <1"-
l>ual op, Typ.._ 
Ip,. f'll'-ltj IH T•f'. 
Here the beds strike N. 30° VJ and in the south where the section 
was begun they dip at 20° S . W. increasing to 400 at the junction 
with the schists . There was no evidence to show whether the 
junction was fD.ulted or not , as a soft soil deposit separated 
the andesite from the Fernvale series jaspers . 
The 250" shale in the above section is a new development , 
which is seen again at Mt . Crosby . 
0 
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(f) Pine Mountain Area. 
The geology of the Pine Mt . Area is largely that of the 
faulting causing the Pine Mt . Inlier. This Pin.e Mt. mass of 
FernvaJ.e series is entirely surrounded by the southerly 
extension of the Basal Ipswich Con lomerate seen in Sahl ' s Book; 
and the Acid Tuff Sta ", e is also represented in the district , 
since Messrs . Cameron , Reid and ~iorton have noted occur•rences 
of an acid tu.ff at various outcrops at the base of the Basal 
Con - lomerate . To the west of Pine Mt . a good vertical section 
from the base of the Basal conglomerate to the Aberdare 
con0 l omerate at the base of the Bundanba series may be seen; and 
one is impressed by the thinness of the Ipswich Coal r.reasure 
representative here relative to its thickness actually in the 
Ips vvich Coal J~easure Basin . 
After noting this , one is not surprised at the extreme 
thinness of coal measure series in the Wivcnhoe section, and 
its absence from the Paddy Gully and Esk sections . 
At the present stage the author will not describe all the 
evidence from whi ch her conclusions as to the Geology of the 
Pine Mt . Area have been drawn, but will place both the evidenc:e 
and conclusions on the accompanyins plan . 
An examination of this will show that in the author ' s opinion 
the West Ipswich Fault of Cameron is replaced further north, 
due to refraction by the? pre - Mesozoic Pine Mt . Horst , by a 
stron[, fault alon0 the Westo1°n boundary of the Pine Mt . mass . 
This fault continues up past Morthbrook forming the j unction 
between the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic formations , and the author 
proposes to call it the Great Moreton Fault . 
Acain , starting from somewhere south West of Fairney Vie"u 
just o: f the corner of the DI A.?;uilar Block is ~;n inportant sister 
fault \'lhich continues down in a S . S . d irection through ',lulkuraka . 
This fault , which it is proposed to call the Borallon Fault , 
brings the Walloon series down to outcrops less than¼ mile from 
the Aberdare conglomerate at Borallon Stati on , but the mnount of 
disp l acement becomes less as the fault runs south east . The 
nature of this fault is believed to be very similar to that of 
0 
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the West Ipswich Fault. 
It is necessary to explain that the1:'author accepts the 
Walloon age of the strata to the west of this Borallon Fault, 
which vms Cameron's conclusion after 25 years work in the field. 
As the Bora:}.lon Fault ends near the corner of the D'A uilar 
Block, the sandstone occurring west of this block has not been 
displaced by the fault, and whor•e relations are not obscured by 
Tertiary deposits, the complete sequence for the South East r.loreton 
Basin in this nrea should be visible. 'l'his is believed to be so. 
It will be seen that this interpretation makes the faulting 
post Walloon and Pre-Tertiary, i.e. most probably Cretaceous in 
age. The faulting will be discussed from a different point of 
view in the section on Earth 1.Iovemcnts. 
The present section is to be regarded only as a preliminary 
account of the geolo.;y of the Pine Mt. area; for the· author 
intends to fill in the detail of the ·rnrk and to publish the 
results in a pa.per entitled "The Structure of the Pine Mt. Area". 
(g) College's Crossing Mt . Crosby, IpsHich Area. 
This area serves as the section showing the whole sequence 
of the sediments of the Ipswich Basin as typically developed. 
1:r. Cameron and Messrs. Reid and ~.irorton have traced the 
continuity of the Basal Ipswich conGlomerates from Sahl's Hook 
through the Kho lo Hook and along to r,!t. Crosby and College, s 
Crossing. 
The I3asal Ipswich Conglomerate here has its typical pebble 
. 
content - more than 80% of the pebbles are made up of rhyolites 
and 6reyv1ackes, and other types include +:rachytes , jaspers, 
quartzite, aplites, and various metamorphic rocks - andesites 
and green chert pebbles (the Bellevue type pebbles) are 
singularly rare. The interbedded sandstones are of 2 types -
brovm and grey. The bro'\i/n types often contain traces of 
equisetalian fossils; and are nsually flakey. The grey are 
arkosic in na~ure, constituents being fresh biotite, quartz, 
and fresh felspars. 
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Representatives dlf the Acid Tuff Stage are seen in this area 
at various outcrops. 
Two good sections are visible at Mt . Crosby, one on the road 
f1•om Ipswich, and the other on the river bank at the "leir . 
The road section is the one reported on by Mr . Jones1. Here 
the conglomerates lie conformably on fossiliferous, fissile green 
shales carrying an interbcdd d band of acid tuff similar in thin 
section to the Brisbane Tuff. Lower tho.n these occurs a basic flow 
of large extent ref rred to by Cameron and Jones as a Tertiary 
Basalt . This the author regards as a representative of the baGal 
andesite seen from Fernvale southward . A similar section., but 
lacking the tuff is seen on the river bank at the \Veir. Here 
the "Tertiary Dasaltu has been sectioned., and is shown to be 
unmistakably reJated to the Basal Andesite of Sahl(s HookJ 
The series in this sector has an average E.-~v. strike., 
with a dip south from 20° - 10°. It \ is followed conformably by 
the thick sediments of the Ips,?ich Coal Meusure Series and the 
Bundanba sandstone. Between these two occurs the Aberdare 
Conglomerate ., a horizon which is persistent in the Ipswich Coal 
Basin., but unrepresented elsewhere in South Eastern Queensland . 
Actually 1h11 the schist mass to the north of r{t. Crosby 
is a small outlier of fine grained red shales with T. odontoptero:ides 
which represents a small separate basin in the schist. 
'ivhen traced easterly alon[.; the northern margin of the Ipswich 
coal Basin the Basal conglomerate thins out., an~ the percentage 
of rhyolite pebbles becomes less. It peters out altogether to 
the east of College I s ci-•ossing., and the shales of the Ips'•ich coal 
Measure Series lie directly on the schist. 
A new but transient conglomerate horizon reappears., however, 
at Pullen Vale. It contains very few rhyolite pebbles and its 
pebbles represent rock types of the schists at Brookfield, from 
which it has evidently been derived. 
1. 1927, Jones. 
0 
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(h ) Brisbane Area . 
In the Brisbane area the Ipswich Coal I.reasure shales (now 
not carrying payable seams) lie for the most part directly on 
the schist . However , running through Brisbane , at the base 
of these shales , is a representative of the Acid Tuff Stage , 
the Brisbane Tuff , which is being described by rrs . C. E. Briggs. 
In the Aspley District a series with a typical Esk Flora 
and of typical Esk shale lithology occurs associated with the 
tuff . Here also , it. appears that the Esk facies is older 
than the Ipswich ., which is represented by Basal grits in the 
Nundah quar ries . 
v. Igneous Activity . 
The earliest igneous activity in Esk-Ipswich times was that 
in v1hich the lowest stage of the Esk, the Andesi tic Boulder Beds 
were formed . These consist of rounded or angular pebbles or 
boulders of only 2 lithological types set in a homogeneous matrix . 
Porphyritic andesites form the major)llt"If of the pebbles,and in 
the hand specimens all the andesites seem to be distinctly 
related to one another , the average appearance being of glassy 
phenocrysts of felspar set in a fine grained grey matrix . The 
second type of boulders are of felspar porphyry, the phenocrysts 
of felspar being pink . This rock type is supposed to have formed 
the intrusive stage to the andesitic flows . 
The dark grey green matrix is usually very weathered , and 
no piece has been ~ot fresh enough to section . However , its 
general appearance sug0ests an andesitic tuff , well formed crystals 
of plagioclase being often distinguishable, 
The arrangement of the pebbles in the matrix is interesting 
Very rarely do two pebbles touch one another . They s eem to be 
spaced at equal distances apart ., small pebbles lying side by 
side with 11.uge boulders . Some localities show nearly all 
rounded pebbles; others nearly all angular ones . The writer has 
never seen any interbedded andesite flows or tuff beds , but at 
Deep Creek, where the boulders were nearly all rounded , fine 
reenish unfossiliforous shales were locally interbedded . 
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The author has not yet formulated a hypothesis of origin 
capable of successfully explaining all these facts. 
These beds are formed only in the most northerly section of 
basin examined, and do not occur south of Northbrook. They are 
overlaid, apparently conformably by the next stage of the Esk, 
also igneous, the Acid Tu.ff Sta6e. This has rep~esentatives all 
over the Basin examined, and south of North.brook forms the lowes·t 
stage of sedimentation. 
In the type Paddy Gully section, there are three trachyte 
flows and one andesite, each accompanied by tuffs, the sequence 
being from earliest to latest, Andesitic Boulder Beds, Trachyte, 
Andesites, Sediments, Trachyte, sediments, Trachyte. 
The trachytes are all very similar to ~he another in the 
hand specimens, consisting of phenocrysts of sanidine and /or 
an opaque felspar in a fine grained limonitic eround mass. The 
associated tuffs are very fine in grain, compact, hard and 
yellowish and sometimes silicified. At times they become quite 
gritty, or pebbly, or even conelomeratic, evidence of deposition 
under water. Exposure has caused them to weather into rectangular 
fragments, which form the tops of lone ridges and carry a 
characteristic vegetation. 
In the southern part of the area, the acid tu.ff stage has 
rhyolitic representatives, e.g. around Pine Mt. at Mt. Crosby, 
and the Brisbane Tuff. 
The andesite has phenocrysts of a glassy plagioclase and 
hornblende in the fine green matrix. 
Whether the andesitesof the Basin south of Northbrook which 
occur always below all the acid extrusives, represent the 
andesitic Boulder Stage or the Andesite of the Acid Tuff Stage has 
not been ascertainedM but all three developments are obviously 
very closely related. Thin sections of the ondesite from !t. 
Crosby Weir and Sahl's Hook show phenocrysts of plagioclase and 
magnetite in a fine grained andesitic ground mass in which abundant 
calcite is to be found. The ferro-magnesian minerals are weathered 
.H It is intended before publication to make a complete series 
of these sections of the rocks of the Acid Tuff Belt. 
The descriptions above are therefore very provisional. 
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to chlorite . The richness in calcite is cha~acteristic of the 
andesites of this stage . The andesites from Fairney View, 
Fernvale , Wivenhoe and ;orthbrook are indistinguishable . in the II 
hand specimen from those of Sahl ' s Hook and Mt . Crosby Weir o 
The next stage of the Esk , the Esk Shales ( = Basal Ipswich 
Conglomerate} is free from igneous activity . But more than 50% 
of the Boulders of the conglomerate are of igneous rocks , mainly 
rhyolites and andesites . Their derivation is as yet unknown . 
The Ipswich Coal Measlh.res series and the Bundanba seri()S 
are also free from contemporaneous igneous rocks . 
In the Esk area , however , there are two acid igneous masses 
of interest . One of these Glen Rock is a fine grained rhychlite 
described by Dr . Richards 1 , and is definitely intrusive into the 
Esk Sl1ales , which are indurated about its margin , strike in 
conformity with its outline , and dip steeply away from it . 
The other mass , lmovm as the "Esk Trachyt~ has 5iven rise 
to quite a small controversy. 2 The author believes it to be a 
laccolitic mass intruded between the Esk shales and the Bundanba 
sandstones in post Bundanba (probably Tertiary) times , on the 
following evidence : 
(1 ) The Esk Shales which surround the mass have an indurated 
appearance , and dip generally with no constancy of attitude , 
towards the i neo~s mass . 
(2) The mass itself is intermediate in texture , with short broad 
phenocrysts of felspar , and a few odd badly shaped phel•Ocr;?sts 
of hornblende set in a fine grained mclanocratic matrix . The 
name hornbJ ende porphyri te vrould des c:ribe the material in 
thi n section better than the name 11 Trachyte 11 • 
(3 ) It is capped by a small patch of sandstones and sandy shales 
lithologically similar and with similar dip to the Bundanba 
sandstones overlying the Esk shales further west . These 
sediments do not appear indurated . 
(4 ) The weathering shells of the igneous rock give an appearance of 
conformab l e bedding with the bedding of the sandy shales and 
sandstone bands . 
1 . 1916 , Richards . 
2 . 1912 , Marks , 1916 , Richards , 1923 , Re i d and Morton , .1926 Ric 
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(5) Rocks exactly s i milar in thin section occur in a similar 
stratigraphical position in Paddy Gully . Here they are 
definitely intrusive , for a sill of coarse gabbro lies 
between the porphyrite sill and the Bundanba sandstone . 
On the Sim Jue Creek road in the Northbrook area there 
oc curs a granite which the author bbelives intrusive into the 
Tr~assic sediments there . The geology of the Northbrook area 
i s, however , to be described in a separate paper in con j uncti on 
with Mr • A. K . D enme ad , rt . Sc • 
VI . The Evolution of the Basin . 
1 . 
2 . 
In other parts of the world , particularly in England , 
emphasis has lately been placed on two important principles . 
First , that in any basin , more especially a shallow one , 
litholo6 ical phases need not necessarily be constant , but may be 
transient . migratory, or laterally varying . And second , that 
conglomerates take on certain characteristic features according t o 
their mode of ori3in . The application of these two principles 
t o the present problem has gi ven very i nteresting results , which 
are discussed hereunder . 
Extent and Shorelines . 
That part of the toreton ~asin discussed in this paper 
consists geographically of tv,ro parts , due to the shape of the 
D 1Aguilar Block; one , a northern section developed to the west of 
the block b c t\"Jeen Eslc and Fairney Vievr , and the second , a southern 
section developed to the south of the Block between Fuirncy View 
and Brisbane . 
Mr . Cameron1 , when he first studied the Ipswich Coal Field , 
thought its northern b undary represented a fault junction with 
the schist , b8cause of its very straicht , an ular nature . ·""ore 
detailed worl , however , led him to ret1"act this decision2 and t o 
adopt the view that the north0rn boundary represented the 
.original shore lin0 of the basin . For the Mesozoic sediments had 
only very sli ght di ps at thi s j unction , there were no cataclastic 
effe c ts of faulting visible , and there were no outliers of basin 
1899 . 
l i)05 . Cameron l 02 Cameron 
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sediments on the D1Aguilar Block . 
i7ith this 11.tter interpretation the author ae;recs; but there 
still remains the necossi ty to e.xplain the somevna t unusual 
straight line junction. 1 Dr. Brynn su00ests that these angular S-CQ 
sc1ist s~ore cliffs may represent a re- :esozoic Fault Scarp. 
Bcarps are transient things; and unless protected by quick covering 
by sediments their nature is soon lost by erosion levelini::;. In 
the present instance, early Uesozoic sediment'ltion has preserved 
the scarp; consequently , the fault must have occurred very soon 
before this sedimentation, and its nge may be placed as post 
Permo-Carb. As yet no evidence of post Trias~ic , or rejuvenation 
faulting, has been found along this boundary . 
As to whether the junction of +::he Mesozoics with the western 
edge of the D 1Aguilar Block is a shore line or not, evidence is 
not so definite . For here a ve1~y strong Post T'iesozoic Fault has 
occurred dropping down the Mesozoics relative to the Block . 
to outliers of Esk sediments occur on the Block, l owever; but 
this is not to say that tl10y were never deposited there. Should 
the Great Moreton Fault prove to be a rejuvenation of a Pre-
Mesozoic fault complimentQry to that of the southe::>:n boundar•y 
D' A~uilar Block, then most probably the western boundary was 
also a shore line, 
Depositional ~igration in the Bnsin. 
The Andesitic Boulder I3eds of the Esk Series form a 
() 
continuous'J belt of constant litholo..;y stretchinc fer a d:i.stance 1 . 
of nearly ~O miles from Kinbom i to just north of Bellevue, where 
they still seem to be well developed. Their absence from all 
favourable sections sout1 af Bellevue , then, is v~ry remarkable
0 
It cannot be cxp£lincd as due to suppression by the Great r.ro1'eton V 
Fault, fo1· in the unconforma le junction of the Mesozoics with 
the 3Chist as Sahl 1 s Hook they are still lacking. 
It is possibly represented by the andesite at the base of all 
sections from ~avenhoe to Mt . Crosby which has been referred to as 
a possible representative of the Andesi te Flow of the Acid Tuff Stage 
1. Verbal communication . 
2 . Unpublished work by :r.:r . :. c. To:nm10r·up . 
j 
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Also, 1;:hile the cid Tuff Sta6 e does not entirely cisappear 
with the andesitic boulder beds , it has only a very thin 
r•epresentative south of Bellevue; no sediments except thin 
bands of fine green cherty shales are associated vith it. 
Thus durin...., the depositjon of the Andesitic Boulder Beds and 
the Acid Tv~f Stage , heavy sedimentation was confined to that 
part of the Basin ending at about North.brook, while the Basin 
south of BelJ.evue was an a:r'ea of very slight or no sedimentation. 
Each of these three chan es independently su gests that land 
conditions were dominant in the southern portioni . 
That is, the basin south of Bellevue was not lhnundated until 
the Andesitic Boulder Beds and Esk Acid Tuff Stage had been 
deposited to the north of Bollevue . 
Period of deposition of the Esk Shales , Bellovue and Basal Ipswich 
Cone;lomerates. 
After the deposition of the Acid Tuff Stage , conditions in 
the basin changed . In the Esk area fine shales were developed 
which have been traced in the field by Reio and Morton1 and seen 
--rhi-,c... to pass laterally into the Bellevue Conulomerates (one of the th:i:n 
phase 
heavy conglomerate deposits of this new ~lnee of deposition). 
These Bellevue Conglomerates have an undete 0~mined thickness, but 
one much rea te1~ than 100 ft, Barrell' s muximum thickness for 
shore line deposits. Consequently, they must be either estuarine 
or fluviat:il.le in oric;in. The former origin seems more satisfactory 
Many different types of very rounded pebbles are represented; 
and it may be possible to discover whence the rive1• flowed by a 
detailed study of the pebbles; e.g. one me+-;hod would be to plot 
the progressive percentage of the various types in the different 
localities, to see whether the progression was also geographical. 
South of Wivenhoe, in that part of the Basin which 
by the Great Moreton Fault betV/een Fernvale and Fairney View., 
the available evidence points to conditions of no deposition, or 
the deposition of a very thin series of fine sediments. This is 
discussed in the section on this area. 
1t: mhe sueL,es tion that the basin in which the and1:rni tic boulder 
were deposited ended at Bellevue is due to Dr. \°I.hi tehouse. 1. 1923, ~eid and Morton . 
0 
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In Sahl ' s Hook, however ., an even more notable (estum, ne ?) 
conglomerate is formed between the Acid Tuff Stage and the 
Ipswich Coal Measure~ . This is conti nuous wi th the similar 
conclomerate at Mt . Crosby which thins out towards Colleges 
and disappears altogether about a mile to the east of the 
This conelomer·ate may represent a composite fan from more than one 
river flowing into the Ips,!ich Basin in Esk shale times from the 
D' Aguilar Block; or it may be the simple fan of one very large 
river (perhaps the westerly migrating ancestor of the Brisbane R. ). 
This river is believed to be separate from that depositing 
the Bellevue conglomerates , although the lithological character 
of the conglomerate in the west of Sahl ' s Hook is difficult to 
explain on this assumption , for here the alternation of 
sedimentation suggests deposition first from one river and then 
from the other . However , so many possibilities could be 
suggested to eNplain these relationships in the light of the 
meagre evidence collected , that none are here advanced pending 
further field work in the important 1301·allon-Wivenhoe area . 
The Basal Conglomerates as developed at lfuolo, Mt . Crosby, 
and Colleges Crossing definitely pass under the waterworks seam , 
the Basal Seam of the Ipswich Coalfield . Therefore , the sediments 
of the Ipswich coal Basin cannot be the lateral equivalents of 
these conglomerates , but must represent sediments deposited on 
top of them . This change in deposition is p1,obably to be 
explained by the gradual1y lessening sradient causing the currents 
to slacken and to be thus incapable of carrying coarse sediments . 
Instead they spread fine sands tones and shales and drift formed 
coal seams far out over the basin . 
But while none of the fine sediments of the Ipswich Coal 
near the northern boundary of the field could be explained as 
lateral equivalents of the conglomerates , those sandstones and 
shales between the Tuff and the Bundanba in the S . E. Moreton Basin 
contain the lateral equivalents of these estuarine fan~ as well as 
the lateral equivalents of the IpsVJ ich Coal I!easures . 
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In the area occupied by the Ipswich Coal Basin and its 
extension northward as far as Fairney View some sudden alteration 
in conditions resulted in the formation of the transient 
Aber·darc Conglomerate. This was irrn:nedia tely succeeded by the 
strongly transgressive and immensely thick Bundanba Sandstone, 
which has been traced from the Beau.desert Region to Eslc. 
Vll. Earth Movements. 
The earliest earth movement affecting the history of the 
basin would be the one c using its inception. Deposition seems to 
have begun first in the Esk - Bellevue Part of the Basin, so that 
it may be concluded that dovmwarp or downthrow affected this area 
first, and that movement causing the depression of the Ipswich 
Coal Basin occurred later. This later movement seems to have 
been accentuated, if not actuated, by/4he strong fault forming the 
southern scarp of the D'Aguilar Block; but whether the inception 
of Lhe Esk-Bellevue part of the Basin was accentuated on actuated 
by faulting along the present wes ter•n scarp of the D 'Aguilar Block 
remains to be proved. 
After the deposition of the Acid Tuff Stage the effect in the 
strong difference in levels of the D 'Ar·uilar Block had resulted in 
the inception of a river or rivers forming the Bellevue and 
Basal Ipswich Conglomerate. The one feedine the Basal Ipswich 
Con6 lomerate seems to have become the more important by the time 
the gradient had been lowered sufficiently for the formation of 
fine deposits instead of coarse ones, for the Ipswich Coal 
Measure Series spread west round the edge of the basin over the 
southern part of the Bellevue Conglomerate ; and east to Brisbane. 
Some slight alteration in conditions then resulted in forming the 
Aberdare Conglomerate over a someHha t more restricted a1'ea than 
the Ips ·fich Coal L!easure shales. 
A sudden downwarp nov, caused the widespread transgressive 
horizon, the Bundanba Sandstone. The further and more extensive 
development of this movement was responsible for the formation 
of the Walloon Coal Measures. 
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Some time after the deposition of .the Vv'alloon Coal !Ieasures , 
but before the formation of the Tertiary sediments , the 
important movement causing the Great J;;oreton Fault System occurreaJ-' 
This had the result of dropping down the mesozoics to the west 
of the D' Aguilar Block, and round about Pine Mt. The movement 
seems to have been one of tension alon& the western edge of the 
D 'Aguilar Block; but v1here it loses itself in the ~ esozoics of 
the Ipswich area., the na tu:r•e of the f aul ti!lg seems to have been 
much more compJ.:tca ted. The BoralJ.on and .7. Ipsvrich lines of 8• 
disturbance seem to be faulted anticlines with a dovmthrow to 
the west. 
It is the present opinion of the author that this faulting 
is to be explained as movements of adjustment by rejuvenation 
along an old fault plane; for this seems the most satisfactory 
explan· tion of conditions around the Pine !,!t. Horst. Discussion 
of the evidence for this interpretation will be held over 
pending a more detailed survey of this Pine t,t. area. 
Many faults radiate out from the area where these N.'.' .- S.F.. 
and fault systems meet; and these radiating faults have 
had· important effects in coal mininb in the Ipswich Field. 
After these distu11 bancos of the ? Cretaceous period, a phase 
of rapid erosion ensued which was noteworthy in that the erosion 
was confined to this unstable area with the formation chf an early 
'l1ertio.ry or Cretaceous peneplain. Dowmmrp and renewed 
sedimentation in this area then occurred, with the deposition of 
the Tertiary basalts . Then another period of erosion folJowed , 
until today the? early Tertiary peneplain is again visible. 
That adjustment in this area of instability was not complete 
in Tertiary times is shown by the folding of Tertiary sedir1ents 
about the old N.~. - S~ ~. axes . 
The above interpretation of the structure of the area is 
indeed very far removed from current opinions. But it seems to 
necessary to explain the new facts discovered during the author's 
work chn the · field • Though much has been done , more remains to be 
done , so that doubtless the final interpreto.tion of the structure 
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of the area will differ very cons ide1•ubly from the one at 
present placed on it by the author. 
VIII. Palaeobo!any. 
Palaeobotanical data are presented in the form of the 
accompanying table: 
Acid Tuff 
Stage 
Esk Bellevue 
Shales Conglom-
erates 
Basal IpsHich 
Ipswich Coal 
Conglom 1.~easure s 
Outlying 
Areas 
adus planus 
ites lanceolatus 
opsis elongatus 
tenis eathiensis 
yllum contiguwn 
ani 
ilineatum 
rme 
orsti 
ia superba 
oni 
i 
is 
i+es 
?sibirica 
ctica 
ata 
r,nif olia 
immondsi 
s 
·ciensis 
oides 
·rolia 
itys annularoide 
nd!i 
ris elongata 
eris tenisomvoodi 
thersi 
ani 
iculiforme 
inorvis 
mattae? 
ridium moanbraenre 
lacunosa 
yopsis grandis 
is hue,hesi 
AIB CDE F 
.... ---+---+-....._---+------+---.;__--4-~ 
G H J K L 
I 
I 
~ X XI 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
? 
X 
X 
? 
X 
X 
X 
X 
? X 
X 
X 
X 
? 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
? 
X 
8 
9 
6 
6 9 
6? 
10 
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Esk Be l levue Basal I pswi ch Outlyint; Acid Tuff S:iales Conglom- I pmlich Coa l Stage crates Areas Conglom Heasui-•es 
r-l r~ 
C'j tr.l •ri 
0 0 ::r: 
0 ~1~ 
..Q tr.! i:.t ~ ..q 
C) oj ~ (]) oj 
·~ ~~ s rl 'D P, § tr.l (]) t') 
P.. (::\ ~ ::.. H 
I A B C DE F GH J K L r.1 
ol ium sp. 
X ldi a acuta X X topteroides 
x l X X X X X 6 r agarens i s 
I X ? X ? abc cnensis ? ifolia X X X X X X tmantel1i X X X X 2 Ix sis X X ris Hi l lae X X X X 
eca Denneadi X ? X X yllum ru3osum X X williamsoni X lebis austral i s X X X X X 3,4 X X 7 ei 
X stoni 
X 2 fol i a X X X 
X 
X X X 2 
X 3 
eca aus t rali s 5 
,i tes h oerensis X 
X carrerei 
4 X ites r otiferum 1 6 
X 
Key, 
= Andesitic Tuff , Por . 98 Parish Wivenhoe . 
= Por . 24 , Parish Esk. 
= I:ii ddle Tuff Bands Por . 98 , Parish Wivcnhoe . 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
- Hi ghes t Tuff Por . 85 , Parish Esk . 
= Highest Tuff near Moombro. School, Road ';ut pors , 70-76 . 
~ 
0 
•r-1 
..a 
rl 
~ 
8 
8 
8 
6 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
= Horiz on of Esk shales from numerous localities about Esk , 
= Near Base of Bellevue Conulomerate , por . 52 , Parish Northbrook 
= Por . 42 , Parish ',Vivenhoe (':avenhoe Hill ). 
= Sheep Sta tion Creek ~Por . 46 , 76 , etc. Par , Wive~1oe ). I 
= Ht . Crosby Shales , Pt . Crosby . l 
• Various Horizons in Ipswich Coa l ~reasures below the Denmark 
Hill horizon , arranged in ascendirig stra tigraphical order: 
1 . Tivoli ~ne , 
2 . Di n.more , 
3 . Ebbw V.,le Colliery, 
4 , Bundanba , 
5 , 4 ft . Co a l seam. 
M = Denmark Hi ll , 
0 • Aspley , e . g . Road ~etween pors , 559- 587 and 397and 587 . 
Par . Kedron . 
P. • 1:undah
1 o }~undah Coll i ery 
To ombu l Quarry. 7. 
= Albion 
8 . 
9 . 
10. 
Q 
Petries Quarry. 
Campbell ' s u ~1rry . 
Windsor Q arry. 
3 0 
, 
~ . 
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The fo ssi l s may be di vided into three divisions : 
(1) Those so fa r found only in the Acid Tuff S t age , and the 
Esk Shales and tneir equivalents ( t110 Bellevue and Basal 
I pswich Conglo~erates ) . 
(2 ) Those occurrine; i n the Ipswich CoaJ. Measures as \'Tell as i n 
the above mentioned horizons . 
( 3 ) Thos e occur1~ing only in the Ipsvtich Conl ,,Ieasurcs . 
T)j.is is best sho\'ln by a table : 
(1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) 
3 0 
- ------ ------ ------------------------, 
Podozamitcs lanceolatus 
Pseudoctenis eathicnsis 
Pterophyllum conti guwn 
P. no thani 
P. abnorme 
1J . superba 
N. mortoni 
N. reid i 
G? s i biri ca 
Ginkgo spp . 
B. ipsviciensis 
B o tenuif olia 
T. carruthers i 
s . pecten 
S o otaL,oensis 
Anthrophyopsis grandis 
T. talbra0arensis 
T. narrabeenensis 
P. hillae 
A. dcnmead i 
C. lobifolia 
C. ('.lcuta) 
S . SD . 
S . cf . africar.a 
P . e l on6 •, tus 
Elatocladus planus 
Pterophyllv.m multi -
linea tum 
Ginkgo digitata 
G. cf . ma.::;nif o lia 
B . simmondsi 
B. bidens 
T. tenisonv.roodsi 
T. d u.ris tani 
T. crassinervis 
T. wuinamattae? 
S . supe1~ba 
Danaeopsis hughosi 
T. a.cuta 
T. odontopteroides 
T. la:ncefoJ.ia 
T. foistmanteli 
D. rut;osum 
C. nuotralis 
C. johnstoni 
-------·---------------
Bcnnettitcs 
Ginkgo antarcti ca 
Stachyopitys 
annuJ.aroides 
s . sinunondsi 
Stenopteris eJ.ongata 
T. lentriculiforme 
Sph . lacunosa 
T. narrab eoncnsis 
C. :royJ.ei 
s . sp . 
P. austro.J.is 
J; . hoorens is 
1I . cf . carreroi . 
-;; • rotiferwn 
E . sp . 
Thus 25 species are confined to the Esk 3hales andl'. thci1' 
e uivalonts , '1nd the acid tuff stett;e; 19 are cow1on to those 
of the r,~s,.ich Coal rreasure , while 15 are confined to the 
I ps, i ch Coal :easures . 
Very little use has been made of palaeontology du1'ing 
the year ' s work , for three chief reasons: 
(1 ) The fl ora collec ted represents only a very smal l percentage 
of the forms present on any horizon . The only horizon 
vi'1.ich is collected from with any deg11 ee of completeness being the Denmark Iill . 
'.r> 
(2 ) The tms!lttisfo.ctory state of the palaeobotany of the r1orld for correlatory purposes . 
(3 ) Faul ty deposition of the plant ro~ains; by ,iliich is meant 
that the plant .fraoncn ts carried away and denosi ted \'Ii thin 
the basin by Bo means represent all the form~ living even 
in ~e aistrict ,~1ich was the im ediate source of the deposit . 
, . 
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It Hill be seen tha t the stratigraphy rrill of necesnity 
be the servant of palaeobotany, and not vice versa., in fu:bure 
work . 
Much palaeobotanical descriptive work remains to be done. 
The Esk Sha.Jes are ma:r·vellously rich in fosnils, which are 
well preserved in a colour which contrasts with the matrix . 
In Sheep Station Creek the tissue of the plant is preserved as 
a carbonaceous film which could be treated by the la.test 
palaeobotarical methods . 
IX . Correlation . 
The following table of correlation for the Ipswich and Esk 
shales is satisfactory on the evidence so far to hand . 
Ipswich Area Esk Area. 
Bundanba Sands tone unclanba Sands tone ~ 
Ipswlch Coal Heasures Po1•lod of no deposition 
. Bellevue _ 3as al Iusvrich Co1.1elomerate • 1 t Esk ShaJ.es c cng om CP a e 
Acid Tuff and? Andesi te = .Acid Tuff StEgc. 
or 
Aj1desi tic Tuff 
• Andesitic Boulder Beds . 
This table shows how closely l'ela ted the Ipsrlich 
Coal ::easuros and· :1:sk Shales real] y are. F. orally (at the 
stage of the nalaeobotany of the world ) they may be regarded as 
one, and the \1hol0 flora compared wi tl: t:!:1a t cf the rest of 
Gondwana Land . 
The e.xtrao1·dir;.arily close resemblance cf the flora to that 
of the r!ol tono Beds of the K/)rroo sys tom of Gouth Africa had led 
all palaeontologists to place the two as of approxil"lately the 
same age. Recent WOI'k by du Toi tl in South Africa has su gestod 
that the .folteno Flora is essentially Upper Triassic - Keuper -
in age , and not Rhaetic as formerly supposed . The Ipsr1ich-Jsk 
Plora is therefore automatically to be regarded as of the same ag~ 
i.e. Kenper . 
1. 1927t du Toit Annals s . African .Iusoum, Vol. XXll , Pt . 2 . 
"The Fossil Flora of the Up e1· :CPr1~00 Beds!' . 
3 0 
' ~ . 
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Xo I Conc l u sion and Acknowl edg~tcnts . 
In conclusion it is t o be stated that the v,orl.:inc out 
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